Powerstrokehub.com (“We”, “we”, “Our”, “our”) is greatly committed to protecting the privacy of our users (“You”, “you”) and providing a safe, high quality experience in the delivery of our services. This privacy policy describes 1) What information is collected from our users, 2) How information is collected from our users, and 3) How collected information is used and protected. You, the end user, are urged to read this privacy policy in its entirety and contact Reid Tekk, the owner and data controller of powerstrokehub.com, with any questions and/or concerns.

INFORMATION THAT WE COLLECT

Cookie and data usage information may be collected by powerstrokehub.com and through third party affiliates automatically. Email addresses are collected and stored ONLY WITH PRIOR CONSENT OF A USER, either through submittal via our online contact form or newsletter subscription request form.

USE OF COLLECTED INFORMATION

Third party vendors, including Google Inc., use cookies to serve ads based on a user’s prior browsing behavior. These cookies are used by third party vendors and their partners to serve ads based on user interest. For additional information regarding the use of cookies in behavioral advertising, as well as general information on cookie use and privacy control options, you may visit www.aboutads.info.

The use of cookies and other data tracking tools by powerstrokehub.com, unless explicitly stated otherwise, serves to identify users and their behavior while using our services.

Email addresses collected via our online contact form and newsletter subscription request form are used for the sole purpose of delivering the Diesel Hub Newsletter*. Newsletters sent by DieselHub.com are not to exceed 12 per calendar year. The Diesel Hub Newsletter is NOT used to provide third party solicitations. Personal email addresses collected by DieselHub.com are NOT shared with any third party partner or affiliate, at any time nor for any reason. Users may unsubscribe from the Diesel Hub Newsletter at any time by emailing webmaster@dieselhub.com and requesting to no longer receive emails from DieselHub.com, or by using the “Unsubscribe” link located in the footer of all newsletters.

The user assumes responsibility for the personal data of third parties published or shared through powerstrokehub.com and declares to have the right to communicate or broadcast them, thus relieving the data controller, powerstrokehub.com, of all responsibility.

CHILDREN’S PRIVACY AND PROTECTION

While powerstrokehub.com is intended for mature audiences, we have strict policies against the publishing of content that may not be suitable for all audiences. We do not knowingly collect information from children under the age of 13 years and believe that all the content on and services rendered through powerstrokehub.com are appropriate for children of all ages. Regardless, we encourage parents to take the appropriate steps necessary to monitor and control their children’s online activities, including the use of our website.

CALIFORNIA PRIVACY RIGHTS

Under California Law SB 27, California residents have the right to receive, once per year, information regarding the personal information that has been shared with third parties, as well as with whom the personal information has been shared. To make such a request, please contact privacy@reidtekk.com with your name, address, email address, and identify the information you are requesting.
ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS and CHANGES TO THIS PRIVACY POLICY

By using powerstrokehub.com and providing us with any of the personal information described in this Privacy Policy, you agree to the terms of this Privacy Policy and the usage of such information as described herein. Should you not accept these terms, please do not use any of our services or access any portion of our website.

This privacy policy will be updated, as necessary, to protect our users and remain in compliance with local applicable laws regarding the collection and use of personal information. We encourage users to visit this Privacy Policy upon each use of powerstrokehub.com or its related services in order to understand and accept its terms.

LEGAL ACTION

The user’s personal data may be used for legal purposes by Reid Tekk, the data controller, in Court or in the stages leading to possible legal action arising from improper use of powerstrokehub.com or any related services. The user is also aware of the fact that the data controller may be required, by law, to reveal personal data upon request of public authorities.

DATA CONTROLLER AND OWNER CONTACT INFORMATION

Reid Tekk
P.O. Box 461
Wilton, CA 95693
privacy@reidtekk.com

*DieselHub.com (‘Diesel Hub’) is the parent website of powerstrokehub.com, thus subscription to the Diesel Hub Newsletter is accessible through the web property powerstrokehub.com.